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TangledHub
Think big and optimal


Software Development Platform





Services

Artificial Intelligence


Using AI-powered technologies, computers can accomplish specific tasks by analyzing huge amounts of data and recognizing recurrent patterns in it. TangledHub can introduce AI to your digital solution and simplify numerous processes.




Research and Development


Our motivation is to turn generated knowledge into something that is usable. Our task is to reveal and then avoid a number of potential pitfalls and weaknesses.




Design and Branding


By partnering up and collaborating with experts in the field of marketing, design, and branding, we can provide you with the full digital experience. Our associates SowiesoHelder will take care of all your marketing and branding needs and Kwaku Amuti will provide you with all the tools you lack for exquisite design and branding.
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Quality & Information Security and Business Continuity Policy
Our commitment to quality, safeguarding confidential information, and ensuring business continuity during disruptions.

ISO 9001
Certificate number:
44 100 21 32 0135

Audit number:
359211300

ISO 9001 is an international standard that helps businesses improve their products/services and meet customer requirements.
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ISO 27001
Certificate number:
44 121 21 32 0135

Audit number:
359211296

ISO 27001 is a standard that helps businesses manage information security and protect sensitive data from threats.
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ISO 22301
Certificate number:
44 756 221207

Audit number:
35325873

ISO 22301 is a standard for managing business continuity during disruptions, covering risk, planning, testing, and improvement.
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TangledCloud
Nikole Tesle 2
16000 Leskovac, Serbia

info@dcloud.rs



TangledHub
Nikole Tesle 2
16000 Leskovac, Serbia

info@tangledhub.com



TangledLab
Nikole Tesle 2
16000 Leskovac, Serbia

info@tangledgroup.com
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